LEXINGTON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE INVENTORY:
ECONOMIC VITALITY
This chapter focuses on economic vitality, the programs and
policies that guide economic activity. This can improve a
community in a number of ways including by supporting the
creation, retention, and expansion of jobs, the development of a
stable tax base, and also by providing more goods and services
for residents living in the community. A vital economy also results
in places in which a community can gather such as coffee shops
and restaurants.

Lexington has become one of the region’s biotech hubs with more than 30
biotech companies currently with a Lexington address and counting.
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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
•

Lexington has a split tax rate charging commercial
property at a higher rate than residential. Commercial
properties in Lexington account for 9% of the total
assessed value but contribute 17% towards the total
tax revenue generated due to this split tax rate.

•

Lexington has over 30 biotech companies and
continues to attract more, making it a hub for such
activity primarily located in the Hayden and Hartwell
Ave. locations. Office and lab space in Lexington is
significantly less expensive than in Cambrige, making
the Town competitive and a desirable location for life
science entities.

•

The Town’s history and historic resources attract over
120,000 visitors annually contributing to the economy
by patronizing retail and restaurants. Prior to the
pandemic $1.3 million was generated by the hotel and
meals tax annually.

•

The Town Center is an important economic hub for
both residents and visitors to the Town and will need
support to recover from COVID-19 impacts on its
vitality.

•

East Lexington is comprised of multiple mostly small
businesses many of which are located in somewhat
tired, auto-oriented strip mall developments.

•

Small, older commercial clusters are scattered
throughout the Town and could use some attention.
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POTENTIAL SHORT-TERM OR LONG-TERM
IMPACTS OF COVID-19
The pandemic has negatively impacted the vitality of the
Town Center as some establishments have not survived.
In the long-run vacancies will be reduced as new
businesses move in. However, small businesses in the
Town Center may need support to recover from the
negative economic impacts of COVID-19 including the
additional expenses incurred due to the need to
implement safety measures as well as the reduction in foot
traffic and related reduction in revenues.
COVID-19 had a dramatic impact on Lexington’s tourist
industry which feeds the foot traffic to the retail stores and
restaurants in the Center. The new Visitor Center opened
in 2020 and experienced a reduction in the number of
visitors, and the Liberty Ride Trolley Tour went on hiatus.
However, one-hour guided walking tours of the Battle
Green and related sites were offered and have become
extremely popular (over 800 tickets were sold during the
summer of 2020). The Town plans to continue to offer
these in the future.
Impacted by the pandemic, in the spring of 2020, hotel
and meal-tax revenues were down 75% and 50%
respectively. They increased some over the summer of
2020, but then dropped back down due to renewed
restrictions on travel, dining and businesses. Area
businesses have formed partnerships to help withstand
the impacts of the pandemic. These can be built upon for
future collaboration and resilience.

POTENTIAL SHORT-TERM OR LONG-TERM
IMPACTS OF COVID-19
In late winter of 2020, the Town surveyed Lexington’s
residents and found that:
• 56% would like to see curbside options for
restaurants continue post-COVID recovery
• Over half (57%) would be likely or very likely to
shop through local retailers’ online stores
(compared to national/global online retailers)
On the positive side, many employers are extending their
work from home policies in some cases making them
permanent. This could result in creating more of a local
market for local businesses, including for running errands
during daytime breaks, eating and meeting in restaurants
and even creating the potential need for co-working
spaces to share small business infrastructure such as
conference rooms, color printers and Xerox machines, and
dry cleaners.
Additionally, the expanded outdoor dining enjoyed by
residents may provide an additional draw as the Town
Center re-opens fully for business. Over half (56%) of
survey respondents said they would like expanded
outdoor dining to be permanent.
Also the State -funded Local Rapid Recovery Plan (LRRP),
a program focused on strategies to help businesses
recover from COVID-19, may help to stimulate the
revitalization of East Lexington.
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THE TOWN OF LEXINGTON’S ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
The Town of Lexington has long emphasized economic
development activities to support the local business environment
and help grow the commercial tax base. The Town has an
Economic Development Director whose office is located in the
new Visitors Center and who develops, coordinates and
implements strategies to retain and expand the commercial
landscape.
A wide range of activities has been undertaken by Town staff and
volunteers related to furthering the Town’s economic goals.
Some of the actions prioritized by the Town’s Select Board for
the FY 20-21 include creating large-scale commercial growth,
attracting new life sciences companies, and promoting vibrancy
by working with small as well as large corporate business
owners.
Over the last year, the Economic Development Office has
focused on helping businesses stay afloat during the pandemic,
making the town more of a destination for life sciences
companies, and planning for an increase in visitors for the 250th
anniversary of the Battle of Lexington in 2025.

Lexington’s walkable Town Center

The Town recently rezoned the Hartwell Innovation Park, an
overlay district to encourage redevelopment of this key economic
engine. The zoning changes are intended to help make this area
more competitive to attract new biotech commercial companies
There are currently 31 life science properties in Lexington. The
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rezoning of Hartwell Innovation Park will attract more such
companies in the near future.

Only 6% of land is zoned commercial in Lexington. This is a
relatively small percentage when compared to surrounding
Towns; Concord, at 2.4% has less land zoned for commercial use
than Lexington.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF LEXINGTON’S COMMERCIAL
DISTRICTS

Lexington Land Use

Lexington is home to:
• 1,454 businesses
• 22,757 employees
• 20% increase in businesses since 2007
• 120,000 visitors annually
• 31 life science properties
• $1.3 million generated by hotel/meal tax annually (prior to
pandemic)

Lexington has eleven (11) commercial districts (areas zoned
for commercial use); these are:
• Town Center
• East Lexington
• Marrett Square
• Countryside
• “Personal Cleaner” node
• Stop & Shop node
• Marrett & Spring St.
• Hartwell Ave/Bedford St.
• Hayden Ave./Spring St.
• Cranberry Hill/Forbes Rd.
• Bedford St. Corridor

TOWN

% LAND ZONED
COMMERCIAL

LEXINGTON

6%

CONCORD

2.4%

BURLINGTON

44%
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business tax exemption. The analysis resulted in identifying only
five (5) properties that may have been eligible for such an
exemption.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE TAX RATE
Lexington voted to implement a split tax rate in 1980, This allows
the Town to charge commercial property at a higher tax rate than
residential. Currently, the rate for a commercial property is $27
and residential is $14. Lexington maintains a competitive rate
among its neighbors such as Bedford ($28), Burlington ($27), and
Waltham ($26) that also have a split tax rate (SEE APPENDIX
A). Input from the business community suggests that the higher
commercial rates are less of a factor in deciding where to locate
for large-scale corporate establishments as compared to smallscale businesses and retail service establishments which are
more cost-sensitive and may explore other locations with lower
tax rates.

The relatively high tax rate has been identified both by local
businesses and the Economic Development Office as being an
obstacle to Lexington’s economic vitality. Some way of providing
tax relief would help to promote opportunity and equity to small
businesses as well as to large commercial establishments.
Figure 1: Evaluation of Lexington’s property values and the
revenues

Commercial properties in Lexington account for 9% of the
total assessed value but contribute 17% towards the total tax
revenue generated due to the split tax rate.
Small businesses in Lexington are typically part of the triple-net
leases (NNN lease) and pay property taxes directly for the owner.
The tenant or lessee in a NNN lease is responsible for the
ongoing expenses of the property, including real estate taxes,
building insurance, and maintenance, in addition to paying the
rent and utilities. A higher commercial rate (currently almost 2
times the residential rate) creates a higher burden on small
business owners. It should be noted that an intern working for
the Town’s Land Use, Health and Development Department in
2020 analyzed the feasibility and impact of providing a small

Source: Town Assessor's office
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RESIDENTIAL VS. COMMERCIAL VALUE
Lexington is approximately 16.5 square miles. Only 6% of the
Town's land is zoned for commercial use. Approximately 44% of
the land is zoned for single-family residential use; 26% is open
space and the remaining 24% is classified as government or civic
use. [GIS administrator]
Figure 2: Percent of Land Zoned by Use

and large number of residential properties (there are
approximately 10,174 residential buildings in Lexington compared
to 463 commercial/industrial buildings)1.
Presently the combined commercial, industrial, and personal
property value ("C-I-P") in Lexington makes up approximately
11.4% of total real property value -- a share that has remained
relatively flat over the last ten years.2
Figure 3: Annual Town Meeting 2019

The Town has expressed an interest in improving the balance
between the commercial and residential tax base in order to
increase the overall commercial and industrial tax base. Given
the relatively high residential value and large number of
residential properties, it would take significant economic
development to make a substantial contribution to the tax base.
A great amount of commercial development would be required
given the high home values (the median home value is $936,700)

1

2019 Economic Development Summary Report

2

2019 Economic Development Summary Report
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COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

Figure 3: Commercial Areas and Related Assessed Values

Lexington has several commercial districts, each with a different
character and types of establishments.

Commercial Area

Sum of Assessed
Values

Lexington Center: This is the Town’s downtown and home to
numerous restaurants and retail establishments. The Center is
comprised of 58 parcels and 253 businesses.

Lexington Town Center

$

91,905,000.00

Forbes Ave & Nearby

$

102,403,000.00

Hartwell Ave & "West"
Bedford (including
Industrial Condos)

$

361,741,000.00

Spring St & Hayden Ave
(including Industrial
Condos)

$

450,904,000.00

All other (not listed
above) Lexington
Commercial (non-Comm
Condo)

$

138,377,000.00

Total assessed
commercial value

$ 1,145,330,000.00

Harwell Avenue: This commercial area is one of the leading
defense and life science clusters in the Greater Boston area. It is
comprised of 36 parcels and over 107 businesses.
East Lexington: This is a linear commercial area comprised of a
diverse mix of over 50 businesses ranging from restaurants and
retail to farming and car sales and repair.
Hayden Avenue: Many life sciences are located here. This
commercial area is comprised of 18 parcels and 56 businesses.
Forbes Road/2A: This commercial area is located along Forbes
Road and Route 2A is comprised of a mix of commercial uses
including life science, office and hotels.
Neighborhood business districts: There are several commercial
nodes located throughout the Town that serve neighborhood
needs as well as opportunities for community gathering.
61 new permits were issued in the fiscal year 2020 for work
valued over $69 million. The volume of permits is not as high
as in previous years, however, the total value is much higher.
(Lexington Economic Development Office)

Source: Town of Lexington Assessors Office
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LIFE SCIENCES CLUSTER
Lexington is located in one of the most innovative districts with a
rich talent pool that has been attracting life sciences as well as
technology companies in the region. Home to over 30 biotech
and pharmaceutical companies and 3,300 jobs in those fields,
Lexington has become a hub for many of the East Coast area’s
innovators. As previously mentioned, Lexington is quickly
becoming a significant life science cluster.
HAYDEN AVENUE DISTRICT
Hayden Avenue is home to a cluster of life science companies,
including Shire, HGT, Cubist Pharmaceuticals, Vista Print and
Takeda. With direct access to Route 2, this area provides
convenient access to Cambridge and Boston as well as
neighboring communities.
HARTWELL AVENUE DISTRICT/HARTWELL
INNOVATION PARK
Hartwell Avenue is one of the leading defense and life science
clusters in the Greater Boston Area. Located near the border with
the Town of Bedford, this commercial area is home to 36 parcels
housing over 107 businesses. Proximity to Route 95, the
Hanscom Air Force Base, and Lincoln Laboratory makes this an
attractive space for companies. Though the Hartwell Avenue
area's assessment is lower than that of the Hayden Avenue Area,
there is a higher concentration of jobs in this district and it is
Lexington’s largest commercial district with over 17 million
square feet of land area. The Town recently proposed zoning by
right to promote additional development and job creation.

Vision for Hartwell Avenue’s future with amenities for employees & residents
(David Gamble, Gamble Associates)

Despite the high lease costs for lab space in Cambridge, vacancy
remains very low at 2% indicating an opportunity for Lexington to
attract additional biotech and pharmaceutical companies
especially to help them to accommodate expensive laboratory
space.3
Steep rents in the Cambridge life sciences sector presents
opportunity for Lexington to augment its existing lab cluster. Lab
rents in Cambridge are generally 63% higher than those in
Lexington (that is $95 per square foot versus $58 per square
foot).

3

2019 Economic Development Summary Report
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Figure 4: Life Science Property Analysis: 2020
Municipality

Life Science
Availability Q4 Commercial
Properties
2020
Tax Rate
Lexington
31
6.40%
$27.98
Waltham
34
19.50%
$24.36
Burlington
6
33.90%
$25.54
Bedford
20
22.70%
$28.95
Source: Economic Development Summary Report: 2021
Figure 5: Current Average Lease Cost Per Square Foot: 2019
Cambridge
Lexington
Lab Space
$95
$58
Office Space
$56
$34
Source: 2019 Economic Development Summary Report

BIO PHARMACEUTICAL
As previously mentioned, Lexington has become one of the
region's hubs for biotech and pharmaceutical companies.
Between 2004 and 2014, 27 drug development companies with
2,850 jobs in biotech and pharmaceutical jobs. Lexington is rated
BioReady Platinum - meaning that safety codes have been
adopted and the Town has shovel-ready sites.
HIGH-TECH
Since the development of Route 128 and the first modern
industrial parks, Lexington has been one of the prime
destinations for high-tech companies and innovators. Several
technology-based companies remain among the largest
employers in Lexington.

FORBES ROAD/ ROUTE 2A DISTRICT
The commercial area with direct access to Route 128/95 is
located along Forbes Road and Route 2A houses a mixture of
businesses including life science, offices, and two new hotels.
MAJOR TYPES OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Lexington’s BioReady Platinum status4 makes it an attractive
community to many pharmaceutical and manufacturing
companies looking to grow their businesses on Route 128. The
average asking price per square foot is roughly $36 in this region
versus $86 per square foot in Boston and Cambridge. [CBRE]
4

State of Mass. Rating of municipalities who submit details on their
zoning practices and infrastructure capacity with the purpose of helping
biotech companies find the most favorable destination for their
company and to enable municipalities to tell their story, thus
connecting companies and towns.

MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory is Lexington’s largest private employer
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EMPLOYMENT
Lexington has a daytime population of 32, 975 including 22,757
employees at 1,454 businesses. In 2021, workers in Lexington are
expected to earn $686,665,799 in total wages or approximately
$2,519 per employee per week.
The largest employment sector in Lexington is Professional,
Scientific, and Technical services, accounting for 28% of jobs and
27% of business establishments. The Administrative, Support,
Waste Management, and Remediation sector is the secondlargest job generator, providing 19% of jobs.

1,454 Lexington businesses employ 22,757 people.

Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford extends across municipal
borders into Lincoln, Concord, and Lexington. There are between
18,000 and 20,000 employees at Hanscom Air Force Base; 90%
of jobs at Hanscom are civilian positions.

The largest private employers are shown below. Almost all of
these have grown over the last three years.

Hanscom Air Force Base employs thousands of employees; the
majority are civilians
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LEXINGTON’S KEY COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
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TOWN CENTER
Lexington’s town center is home to numerous restaurants and
retail establishments. Lexington Center is a combination of
history, culture, restaurants, and local businesses. The Town’s
unique assets have played a significant role in drawing tourists,
visitors, and shoppers from all across the country, indeed from
across the world.
Many of Lexington’s historic attractions are located in and near
the center including the Battle Green, Visitors Center, as well as
a number of historic houses. The Minuteman Commuter Path
also runs parallel to the Center bringing visitors from across the
region to Lexington. Lexington Center comprises 58 parcels and
over 253 businesses.
The Center is comprised of the following:
• Approximately 165 commercial units, including retail,
restaurants, services and other entities
• More than half of the establishments (59%) are services
• Most of the establishments are small (less than 1,200 –
1,500 sf)
• The larger establishments include Panera Bread, CVS,
and Cambridge Bank and Trust
Some of the challenges Center businesses face, that in turn
affect the district’s vitality as identified by business owners, the
Town’s Economic Development Office, and the Town Planning
Department include the following:
o While rents have fluctuated some during COVID-19, rents
are generally considered to be higher in Lexington than in
surrounding communities (See Figure 6)

Lexington’s Town Center is the town’s living room
Figure 6:
Asking Base Rent: Lexington & Comparable Communities
Commercial Areas
Asking Base Rent
Arlington Center
$20-$30
Belmont Center
N/A
Concord Center
N/A
Lexington Center
$50
Needham Center
$33
Wellesley Center
$36-$45
Winchester Center
$31-$35
Source: FinePoint Assoc., 2019
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Figure 7: Lexington Town Center: Composition of Uses
o

o
o
o

Difficulty of attracting employees to work in Lexington
businesses (e.g. restaurant, retail, service) to work in
Town due to limited public transportation and a mismatch of work shifts and bus schedules. This also
negatively impacts the ability of businesses to stay open
in late evenings.
Confusion in allowed uses from one property to the next
Limitations on leasing to desirable uses due to
regulations regarding the allocation of parking
Signage regulations in terms of:
o The size and location of allowed signage
o Historic District Commission (HDC) Design
Review process, namely that it takes more than
one hearing to get approval for signage (this
impacts all new businesses in the Center)

Mix of Uses
According to information collected in 2019,5 service
establishments dominate the uses of commercial establishments
in the Center. While there have been some changes since the
data was collected, the composition of uses remains much the
same as is illustrated in Figure 7. This mix of uses is considered
by some to limit the vitality of the Center.

Source: FinePoint Associates, 2019
Lexington’s Town Center will be undergoing a number of
significant changes in the near future including the construction
of the Police Station, Mass. Ave. improvements, and the
relocation of the Hosmer House. These changes are expected to
positively impact its vitality.

5

FinePoint Associates, Lexington Center: Analysis of Economic
Conditions and Recommendations, 2019
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As part of a 2019 study of the Town Center6 merchants were
asked their ideas regarding how to improve vibrancy in the
district. Their top three responses were: More community events,
increased focus on arts and culture, and creation of pop-up
spaces for start-ups/short-term businesses. See Figure 8 below
for a more complete list of their ideas.
Figure 8: Business Owner’s Ideas Regarding Ideas to Improve
Vibrancy in Lexington’s Town Center (2019)
Strategy to Improve Vibrancy
More community events hosted in the
center (festivals, concerts, etc.
Creation of pop-up spaces for
startups/short term businesses
Increase focus on arts and culture
Vendor cart program for Depot Square
Directional/wayfinding signage
Improved access between Minuteman
Bikeway and the Center
Increased tourism promotion efforts
Encourage bikeway facing business
entrances

Percentage
Surveyed Find
Strategy Desirable
79%
67%

CENTER STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The Town Center Streetscape Improvement project is underway.
The project is focused on improving pedestrian safety, better
accommodating bicycle traffic, making sidewalks and crosswalks
more accessible and safer for people with disabilities and the
renewal of mid century modern landscape. Highlights of the
project include7:
• roadway resurfacing
• new roadway and pedestrian lighting
• tree replacements
• a modular suspended pavement system and an irrigation
system to enhance tree growth and health
• sidewalks replacement which will be fully ADA compliant
• new bike racks
• new seating areas throughout the project
• additional bump-outs for added pedestrian safety

65%
64%
63%
56%
58%
58%

Artist rendering of future planned Grain Mill Alley Bike Node

Center Streetscape Improvements are underway
7
6

FinePoint Associates, Lexington Center: Analysis of Economic
Conditions and Recommendations, 2019

from Town of Lexington website:
https://www.lexingtonma.gov/center-streetscape-project/pages/moreabout-project
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EAST LEXINGTON
East Lexington, located along Mass Ave near the Arlington
Border, comprises a diverse mix of over 50 businesses including
restaurants, retail, farming, and other commercial
enterprises8. Many of the retail and restaurants are located in
older, strip mall style buildings, some of which will soon reach
the end of their lifecycle and will likely be redeveloped. This may
present an opportunity to upgrade the environment, particularly
in regard to pedestrian amenities.

Figure 9: East Lexington: Mix of Uses

As is evident in Figure 9, the majority of uses are eating and
drinking places
Brief Overview9:
• primarily auto-oriented, multiple curb cuts, discontinued
sidewalks, little or no pedestrian-oriented signage
• most of the commercial activity located on the north side
of Massachusetts Avenue
• buildings mostly set back from the street with on-site
parking in front
• East Lexington Village is approximately 76,000 SF of firstfloor commercial space.
• the district contains approximately 38 commercial units
with first floor presence.
• At the time of the inventory (April 2021), there were 7
vacant commercial units comprising 18% of all first-floor
units.

8
9

Source: Finepoint Associates, LRRP, 2021
Some of the challenges East Lexington businesses face that in
turn affect the district’s vitality as identified by business owners,
the Town’s Economic Development Office, and the Town
Planning Department include the following:
o Signage regulations in terms of the size and location of
allowed signage

Lexington Economic Development Office, ESRI Community Analyst

Finepoint Associates, LRRP, 2021
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EAST LEXINGTON LOCAL RAPID RECOVERY GRANT
PROGRAM
East Lexington is currently participating in a three-town initiative
together with the Towns of Bedford and Arlington, as part of the
Massachusetts Local Rapid Recovery Plan (LRRP) Program. The
LRRP Program assists communities to develop actionable plans
to aid town centers to recover from the negative economic
impacts of COVID-19.

East Lexington commercial strip development

East Lexington businesses were surveyed. Some key responses
are listed below:
More than 50% of the district’s businesses rated as
“important” or “very important:
• More Outdoor Dining & Selling Opportunities
• Marketing Strategies for the District
• Creation of a District Management Entity
• More Cultural Events
• Zoning or Other Regulatory Changes
• Recruitment Programs to Attract Businesses
• Improvement of Streetscape and Sidewalks

Strip-mall development in East Lexington

Thirty-eight per cent (38%) of businesses surveyed were
“Dissatisfied” or “Very Dissatisfied” with the Condition of Public
Spaces, Streets and Sidewalks.
Signage regulations were cited as an obstacle by more than onethird of the businesses.

The three towns are working with a consultant to assess
economic and physical conditions of businesses adjacent to the
Minuteman Bikeway, to conduct research and develop ideas
regarding how to best support businesses in their recovery.
Residents from all three towns were engaged in a public process
that informed the consultant’s recommendation which include to:
•

Create a Store-Back (business back) Improvement
Program to improve business orientation to the Bikeway
(façade treatments, outdoor seating, etc.)

•

Connect the Bikeway to the Districts via "designated
access way" improvements
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•

Revise the sign bylaw and outdoor display regulations to
encourage a variety of high-quality sign types and
promote lively, attractive outdoor merchandise displays

•

Install additional bike and pedestrian amenities

•

Activate Bow Street Park by installing amenities (to
complement nearby food businesses and accommodate
events) and developing programming

•

Improve streetscape by adding sidewalks and street
furniture

•

Design and install wayfinding signage and elements to
encourage Bikeway users to patronize the Business
Districts

•

Implement a Bike & Pedestrian-Friendly Business District
(BFBD) campaign

•

Together with areas businesses, develop additional
cultural events/programming; start with a "Bike-Themed
Week” with a coordinated schedule of events in each of
the Business Districts

The Minuteman Bikeway travels behind a large number of businesses;
most currently have their backs to potential patrons.

•

Create a mural program (especially for public locations
and businesses adjacent to the Bikeway

See APPENDIX C for additional recommendations.
“The “Bikeway User Market Segment,” including commuters,
recreational cyclists, walkers, joggers, etc., appears to be largely
untapped despite the very close proximity.”
FinePoint Associates, Local Rapid Recovery Plan, 2021
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OTHER COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
There are a number of smaller commercial districts in several
locations throughout the Town. Many of these are older strip-like
developments. Other districts are office and personal service
uses located in renovated or newly constructed houses. Each
district has its own set of opportunities and challenges. These
districts tend to lack an identity and often there is no common
agreement regarding
their toponym (for
example, Marrett Square
is also referred to as
Four Corners). There is
little documentation of
existing uses, assets,
issues and potential for
improvement.
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Figure 10: Number of Establishments in Lexington: 2009-2019
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS
Since 1979, twenty-one commercial properties in Lexington have
been rezoned through the Planned Development (PD) process.
The PD process allows a property owner or developer to create a
new zoning designation with new allowable uses, setbacks,
FARs, parking counts, etc. PDs have to get a 2/3 vote at Town
Meeting in order to pass. The process to achieve the rezoning
can be expensive and arduous for a developer, but often has a
large pay off for them and the Town10.
Planned Development projects are a significant source of tax
revenue for the town. The nineteen Commercial Planned
Development districts in Lexington are assessed at $398,301,000
which is 34.7% of the total assessed commercial value in Town.
The Planned Development Districts bring in $7,271,332.56 in
actual revenue that accounts for 19.6% of all collected
commercial revenue and nearly 4% of all collected tax revenue.

Source: MA Department of Unemployment Assistance- Labor Market
Information (LMI)

Figure 11: Average Lease Costs

Recent Planned Development projects include:
186 Bedford Street, 1040-1050 Waltham Street, 55-56 Watertown
and Bridges, 7 Hartwell Avenue and 75 Hayden Avenue).11
Lexington’s tax base increases significantly with each new
Planned Development approved (SEE APPENDIX B for more
information).

10
11

Town of Lexington Economic Development Office
Town of Lexington Assessor’s Office
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VISITOR BASED ECONOMY
Lexington derives a significant amount of income from tourism.
The Lexington Visitors Center welcomes approximately 120,000
visitors from around the world yearly with staff educating and
encouraging tourists to explore the Town as well as the region.
Both residents and visitors benefit from Lexington’s vibrant Town
Center and other commercial districts. Over 8,000 tickets are
sold for Lexington’s historic trolley tour (the Liberty Ride), 27,000
tickets are sold for performances at Cary Hall, and over one
million people tour the Minuteman National Historic Park each
year, thus contributing significantly to the local economy.
12

The Tourism Committee’s vision includes the following
statement: “Visitors are encouraged to Linger in Lexington,
thereby generating revenues for the town, attractions and
businesses.13” Tourism is the third largest industry in
Massachusetts and Lexington/Concord ranks as the fourth most
visited destination in the State14. Tourism can contribute to
significant revenue that can help relieve taxpayer burden. The
new growth in hotel/meals tax in the last few years is indicative
that there is untapped economic potential from tourism dollars.
The Town’s historical significance as The Birthplace of American
Liberty brings thousands to Lexington. There is potential to
improve the visitor experience further thus encouraging tourists
to spend more in Town.
12

Town of Lexington Economic Development Office
Lexington Visitors Center Revised Programmatic Report., Lexington
Tourism Committee, 2013.
14
Lexington Visitors Center Revised Programmatic Report., Lexington
Tourism Committee, 2013.
13

Prior to the pandemic, Lexington was visited by over
120,000 tourists a year, generating $1.34 million in hotel
and meals tax revenue each year. It is expected that the
Town will once again attract the same if not more visitors
post-COVID-19.
According to the United States Travel Association (USTA), in
2018, visitors to the Greater Merrimack Valley, the tourism region
of the state in which Lexington is designated, spent over $1.3
billion, resulting in $73.9 million state taxes and $35.5 million in
local taxes. This is the third highest region in the state, behind
Greater Boston and Barnstable County. Sixty-eight percent
(68%) was from hotels and occupancy and thirty-two percent
(32%) from meals, Lexington ranked 3rd in the list of top ten
cities and towns in Merrimack Valley in terms of visitor
expenditures in 2018. This helped to support 866 tourism related
jobs in Lexington15.
As a way to adapt to the pandemic restrictions, the Town offered
a number of virtual as well as outdoor, guided tours. These
turned out to be very popular and will be continued into the
future.
The new Visitor Center, now completed, will serve to enhance
the tourist experience by providing a more attractive first
impression, additional information and space for gathering.
Guided group walking tours of the Battle Green Inn and historic
homes are provided as well as a town-wide tour aboard the
Liberty Ride Trolley.
15

Town of Lexington Tourism Marketing Strategy Report 2019
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ADDITIONAL RELATED ACTIVITIES
GRAIN MILL ALLEY BIKE NODE
The Economic Development Office is working with the
Department of Public Works on the Grain Mill Alley Bike Node
with construction expected to begin in the summer of 2021. This
is expected to attract families and others by creating a pause
space.

Artists rendering of Grain Mill Alley Bike Node

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICE WITH ARTWALK
TEAM

“Lexington Outdoors”: a series of painted doors placed along
the Minuteman Bikeway to add aesthetic appeal and vitality.

As a way to activate commercial corridors during the pandemic,
the Economic Development Office worked with the ArtWalk team
to add more vibrancy through projects such as the barrier
beautification project, letter cutouts for photo opportunities, and
painted posts in different locations throughout the Town.
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STEP UP FOR LEXINGTON
The Economic Development Office teamed up with the Lexington
Retailer’s Association, the Lexington Chamber of Commerce, and
two Lexington High School students to create the “Step Up for
Lexington” program. This initiative is a “shop local” effort aimed
at encouraging residents and visitors to shop and dine in
Lexington by offering them a stamp on their card for each
purchase which then automatically enters them in a weekly raffle
which in turn entitles them to win a prize.
POP UP SPACE
The Town has supported projects that create an opportunity for
short-term retail in vacant storefronts to support vitality in the
Center by allowing entrepreneurs to test out ideas and
transforming vacant shops into temporary retail spaces.
WAYS OF COMMUNICATING ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES WITH RESIDENTS
Economic Development Newsletter. A monthly newsletter sent
out by email to residents, business and property owners to share
economic development news in Lexington and in the region and
to promote engagement and happenings in the Town.
Twitter@businessLex. Social media platform to share highlights
of work and relevant information related to the Town’s business
environment.

Step Up Lexington’s “passport”
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TOWN DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND OTHER
EXISTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATIONS
TOWN DEPARTMENTS
Economic Development Office. The Economic Development
Office develops, coordinates and implements strategies to retain
and expand business. It acts as the single point of contact for
permitting sequencing. With the goal of making the process
clearer and more efficient, the ED Office works in concert with
relevant staff acting as a liaison and a resource to organizations
engaged in economic development,
TOWN COMMITTEES & COMMISSIONS
Lexington Town Center Committee. The Center Committee is
appointed by the Select Board. From the Committee charge:
“The Center Committee advises the Select Board and the
business community on managing change in Lexington Center to
ensure its long-term viability while preserving its historical
significance and the integrity of adjacent neighborhoods. This
Committee focuses on achieving commercial diversity, increased
social and cultural activity, enhanced aesthetics, improved traffic
flow, and increased parking in Lexington Center.”
Tourism Committee. The Tourism Committee is appointed by
the Select Board. From the Committee charge: “The Tourism
Committee works to enhance and promote Lexington tourism.

The Committee works with community groups to ensure a
cohesive tourism experience.”
The Economic Development Advisory Committee (EDAC), a
Select Board Advisory Committee, grew out of the “Vision 2020
Economic Development Task Force” (EDTF), which was formed
in 2006. In 2008 the EDTF (a “Vision 2020” subgroup) was
replaced by the Economic Development Advisory Committee.
The Economic Development Advisory Committee’s (EDAC)
mission is to support and encourage commercial interest in the
Town.
From the Committee charge: “The Economic Development
Advisory Committee (EDAC) seeks to promote balanced, longterm economic development, which reflects and enhances the
character of our community. EDAC activities may include:
• developing and recommending programs to the Select
Board pertaining to economic development
• being a proponent for the current and prospective
businesses in Lexington
• educating Lexington taxpayers about economic
development issues
• promoting streamlining of the Town’s regulatory
processes as they relate to commercial development”
Parking Management Group. This is a working group
established to advise the Town Manager on parking
management issues in and around the Central Business District
(e.g. replacing parking meters, installing parking kiosks,
proposing short term parking adjustments for example during
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COVID-19 and now during the construction of the Town Center
Streetscape project, etc.)
OTHER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS
Lexington Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber provides
benefits to its members and organizes community events in an
effort to support local businesses.
Lexington Retailer’s Association. The Association’s vision is to
“expand and support the town’s independent, locally owned
businesses, in the town center and throughout Lexington. The
Association organizes a number of events to help support
businesses; these include: Discovery Day, Halloween Trick or
Treat, Holiday Tree Lighting and Taste of Lexington.
2003 COMPREHENSIVE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
A significant change in the Town’s economic activity since the
2003 Comprehensive Plan was completed, is the large increase
in the number of life sciences and biotechnology/pharmaceutical
companies that have made Lexington their home. In the first
decade of the comprehensive plan, Lexington has become home
to 27 drug development companies with more than 2,800
biotechnology and pharmaceutical jobs.
Since 2007 (four years after the completion of the previous
master plan), there has been a 19.9% increase in the number of
business establishments in Lexington16.
16

Economic Development Summary Report: 2021.

During the development of the previous comprehensive plan, the
Vision 2020 Economic Development Task Force (EDTF) was
formed. With support from the Town, this task force formally
grew into the Economic Development Advisory Committee
(EDAC) that more actively promotes economic development and
is described above.
ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Lexington is very attractive to biotech firms wishing to locate or
expand near the Kendal Square life sciences hub, with good
highway access, competitive cost per square footage, a
welcoming municipality with amenities to offer potential
employees. The Hartwell Innovation Park and Hayden Avenue
area continue to attract additional companies adding to the tax
base and providing local employment opportunities.
Tourism: The new Visitor Center will likely attract more visitors
to Lexington providing additional opportunities for area
businesses to expand their revenues and sales. The economic
opportunity available to convert people just passing through into
consumers of the Town’s local historical sites, shops, and
restaurants is substantial. Potential strategies include improved
marketing, QR codes, signage, and other ways of better
interpreting and connecting the Town’s various destinations.
High rents and the impacts of the pandemic have negatively
impacted the vitality of the Town Center and the ability of
specific establishments to remain viable.
o Among other desirable strategies, business owners
identified expanding the pop-up program to
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temporarily fill vacant storefronts and to allow new
entrepreneurs to test out ideas before commiting
long-term investment.
o

o

The Town Center has lost some establishments due
to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, but
nevertheless was able to continue to provide most of
its services by adapting to COVID-constraints and
creative approaches such as outdoor dining in
parking spaces protected by jersey barriers, even
outdoor hair cuts were being offered.
Additional challenges to the vitality of the Town
Center include:
o Difficulty of attracting employees to work in
Lexington businesses (e.g. restaurant, retail,
service) to work in Town due to limited public
transportation and a mis-match of work shifts and
bus schedules. This also negatively impacts the
ability of businesses to stay open in late evenings.
o Confusion in allowed uses from one property to
the next
o Limitations on leasing to desirable uses due to
regulations regarding the allocation of parking
o Signage regulations in terms of:
! The size and location of allowed signage
! Historic District Commission (HDC)
Design Review process, namely that it
takes more than one hearing to get
approval for signage (this impacts all new
businesses in the Center)

Small-scale businesses may elect to locate in communities
other than Lexington due to the split tax rate (which is higher for
commercial property than it is for residential). Larger, more
corporate entities report not being affected. A small business
tax exemption may help attract and retain smaller businesses,
although the number of eligible establishments may be limited.
Other tax relief policies may be appropriate.
East Lexington: If and when older strip mall style buildings are
redeveloped this represents an opportunity to create more
appealing, pedestrian-oriented shops and restaurants. There are
many residents who live within walking distance of these shops
and who may patronize them more if they were more appealing.
The Local Rapid Recovery Plan being undertaken jointly by the
Towns of Lexington, Bedford and Arlington focusing on the
Minuteman Bikeway as a linear connector, is looking at ways of
helping businesses located along the bikepath to attract
passersby to patronize them. The recommendations when
implemented may help small businesses to recover from the
negative economic impacts of COVID-19 and may help to
revitalize East Lexington in general. Funding may soon be
available for implementation.
More information is needed about the various small
commercial clusters located throughout the Town. Information
is needed regarding their existing uses, conditions and an
assessment of their respective potential and possible
improvements (e.g. pedestrian amenities, façade improvements
and/or marketing or other support, etc.). In some cases the
commercial districts lack an identity.
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The Town should explore how to continue to support the
Economic Development Office to implement innovative
methods of activating public spaces in order to add vitality to
commercial areas. These should perhaps be continued on a more
permanent basis both as a way to help commercial areas recover
from the negative impacts of COVID-19 but also to help them
become even more vibrant than pre-pandemic times.

•

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
How do we attract and keep the right mix of businesses?

•

How do we support vibrancy with urban design to result in an
appealing “look and feel”?

A review of and update of the sign by-law may help to create
more opportunities for businesses throughout the Town to make
bolder more creative statements regarding their businesses,
contributing to the visual appeal of the commercial districts and
potentially attracting more patrons.

•

How do we enhance and activate commercial districts with
greater potential to be more vibrant?

•

How do we promote tourism as part of economic development
to reach its full potential?

It may be appropriate to consider mixed-use development
(housing above retail) in the redevelopment of commercial
clusters such as in East Lexington and elsewhere.

•

How do we get people to break the on-line shopping and
delivery habits they developed during the pandemic and attract
them to patronize the Town’s commercial districts?

Additional potential patrons that commercial districts could
attract in order to help support local businesses include:
residents, area employees, additional tourists, users of the
Minuteman Bikeway.

•

How do we promote equitable opportunities for small
businesses as well as large commercial establishments?

A town-wide survey of residents indicated that over half of
Lexington residents would:
• like to see curbside options for restaurants continue
permanently
• be likely or very likely to shop through local retailers’ online
stores instead of national or global online retailers
• like expanded outdoor dining to be permanent
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LIST OF RESOURES
Real Estate Trends: CBRE,
2019 Economic Development Summary Report
Cooperative Government Traditional Affairs Local Economic Development Programme, May 27, 2016. www.cogta.gov.za
IEDC: Economic Development Reference Guide: http://www.iedconline.org/clientuploads/Downloads/IEDC_ED_Reference_Guide.pdf
FinePoint Associates, Lexington Center: Analysis of Economic Conditions and Recommendations, 2019
FinePoint Associates, Local Rapid Recovery Plan: Three Business Districts and One Bikeway… Getting Past COVID, 2021
MA Department of Unemployment Assistance- Labor Market Information (LMI):https://lmi.dua.eol.mass.gov/lmi/EmploymentAndWages#
The Final Envision Concord Plan: https://www.concordma.gov/1067/Comprehensive-Long-Range-Plan-Comm
Town of Burlington Economic Development Website: http://www.burlington.org/businesstest/business_climate.php
Town of Bedford Economic Development Office: https://www.bedfordma.gov/economic-development/pages/covid-19-resources-for-

businesses
Town of Woburn Assessor’s Office: https://www.woburnma.gov/government/assessing-department/
Waltham Community Development Plan:

https://www.city.waltham.ma.us/sites/g/files/vyhlif1386/f/u151/waltham_community_development_plan_2007.pdf
The Boston Globe: Major Office Development Coming to Waltham https://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2018/09/21/major-officedevelopment-coming-waltham/IsxCKRt7hCrejJvQENXnTM/story.html
ESRI Community Analyst 2020
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Town of Lexington Planning Office
Lexington Visitors Center Revised Programmatic Report., Lexington Tourism Committee, 2013.
https://www.lexingtonma.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif7101/f/uploads/revised_visitors_center_report_6_4_2013.pdf
Town of Lexington Economic Development Office, 2019 Economic Development Summary Report
Town of Lexington Tourism Marketing Strategy Report 2019
Town of Lexington Economic Development Summary Report: 2021

INTERVIEWS
Casey Hagerty, Lexington Center Committee and Tourism Committee
Dawn McKenna, Tourism Committee
Monica G. Tibbits-Nutt, 128 Business Council
Rick Deangelis, Economic Development Advisory Committee (EDAC)
Eric Michelson, Lexington Retailers Association
Erin Sandler-Rathe, Chamber of Commerce
Sanhya Iyer, Economic Development Director
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: TAX RATES IN COMPARABLE TOWNS
CONCORD
Located 7 miles to the west, Lexington and Concord are
synonymous in the history books. However, their commercial make
up varies drastically. Concord is a predominantly rural community
with only 3% of the land being zoned as commercial. Concord has
three main commercial nodes consisting of many locally owned
businesses and independent shops as well as nearly 12,000
employees. Unlike Lexington and other neighboring communities,
Concord does not have a split tax rate ($14.23). [The Final Envision
Concord Plan]
BURLINGTON
Burlington is Lexington’s neighbor to the north east. Like
Lexington, Burlington also has a split tax rate ($9.64
residential/$25.54 Commercial). Unlike Lexington, nearly 44% of
the land in Burlington is zoned as commercial. The bustling
commercial properties account for 59.2% of their tax revenue and
employ over 37,000 people. With newly built hotels, restaurants,
shops, housing, and amenities, Burlington is an attractive area for
new businesses. [Town of Burlington Economic Development
Office]
BEDFORD
To Lexington’s north, lies Bedford; a community of 13,000 people
and 13.9 square miles. Bedford also implements a split tax rate
($13.18/$28.95). Recently Bedford has worked to increase their
commercial sector in town. A recent Tax Increment Financing has
attracted new life science companies such as Ultragenyx

Pharmaceutical at 170 Middlesex Turnpike as the location for its
newest manufacturing site. With over 21,000 employees, Bedford
continues their efforts to expand their commercial sector through
workforce training programs, rezoning initiatives, and more. [Town
of Bedford Economic Development Office]
WOBURN
Woburn, to the East of Lexington, is smaller in size at 12.94 square
miles, but is home to more people (40,000 residents) and
businesses. Located between two major highways, Woburn is a
hub for commercial and industrial businesses. Over 1,000
properties in Woburn are zoned as commercial and industrial. A
split tax rate is also used in Woburn ($9.32/$23.20). [Town of
Woburn Assessor’s Office]
WALTHAM
Located on Lexington’s southern border, Waltham is a bustling
metropolitan area. Waltham is one of the State’s largest
employment centers and has recently seen a large boom in
development. From 2010-2016, Waltham added over 11,000 new
jobs only behind Boston and Cambridge and now has over 60,000
employees. Waltham also has a split tax rate ($11.95/$24.36).
[Waltham Community Development Plan, Boston Globe, ESRI
Community Analyst 2020]
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APPENDIX B: COMMERCIAL PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS

Location

Total Assd

Total
Collected

1075 WALTHAM ST

$1,727,000.00

$48,419.21

65 HAYDEN AVE

$58,091,000.00

$ 610,300.71

7 HARTWELL AVE

$2,287,000.00

$364,027.21

727 MARRETT RD

$21,768,000.00

$424,305.90

75 HAYDEN AVE

$12,984,000.00

$23,634.85

750 MARRETT RD

$15,134,000.00

$1,125,613.42

$843,000.00

$72,614.79

110 HARTWELL
AVE

$6,162,000.00

12-18 HARTWELL
AVE

$4,898,000.00

$137,323.27

125 SPRING ST

$13,463,000.00

$ 377,456.75

915 WALTHAM ST

200 SHIRE WAY

$72,165,000.00

$377,456.75

95 HAYDEN AVE

$40,148,000.00

$25,105.04

400 SHIRE WAY

$65,400,000.00

$1,113,417.51

2013-2027
MASSACHUSETTS
AVE

$2,590,000.00

$71,549.40

300 SHIRE WAY

$38,739,000.00

$ 229,703.86
186 BEDFORD ST

$1,341,000.00

$23,634.85

922 WALTHAM ST

$2,552,000.00

$178,789.40

500 SHIRE WAY

$22,686,000.00

16 HAYDEN AVE

$8,193,000.00

$172,761.53

$1,628,674.13
$ 64,119.70
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915 WALTHAM ST

$843,000.00

$23,634.88

Total

1050 WALTHAM ST

$6,377,000.00

$178,789.40

Source: Lexington Assessors’ office and Lexington Tax Collector

APPENDIX C: LOCAL RAPID RECOVERY PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Recommended Actions/Projects by Finepoint Associates
Connect the Bikeway to the Districts via "designated access way"
improvements, especially at Bow Street, Park Ave, and Depot Park to the
Narrow Gauge Trail. [All 3 Districts]

Public Realm

Install additional bike and pedestrian amenities in the Districts. [All 3
Districts]
Activate Bow Street Park by installing amenities (to complement nearby
food businesses and accommodate events) and developing programming.
[East Lexington]
Activate Veteran's Memorial Park with additional amenities and
programming to serve as a social gathering/event space and
complementary outdoor dining area. [Bedford Center]
Engage with the MBTA to explore ways to revitalize the Bus Depot and
activate the underutilized rental space. [Arlington Heights]
Create/formalize a public “at-grade” Bikeway entrance at Park Ave.
[Arlington Heights]
Implement sidewalk zones to edit existing streetscape and add new
elements. [East Lexington and Arlington Heights]
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LOCAL RAPID RECOVERY PLAN (LRRP) Recommended
Actions/Projects by Finepoint Associates
(continued from previous page)
Private Realm

Create a Store-Back (business back) Improvement Program to improve
business orientation to the Bikeway (façade treatments, outdoor seating,
etc.). [All 3 Districts]
Design and install wayfinding signage and elements to encourage
Bikeway users to patronize the Business Districts. [All 3 Districts]

Revenue/Sales

Admin
Capacity

Culture/ Arts

Develop additional cultural events/programming; start with a "BikeThemed Week” with a coordinated schedule of events in each of the
Business Districts. [All 3 Districts]
Implement a Bike & Pedestrian-Friendly Business District (BFBD)
campaign. [All 3 Districts]
Revise outdoor display regulations to promote lively, attractive outdoor
merchandise displays and spill-out elements. [Bedford Center and
Arlington Heights]
Revise the sign bylaw and outdoor display regulations to encourage a
variety of high-quality sign types and promote lively, attractive outdoor
merchandise displays. [East Lexington]
Create a mural program (especially for public locations and businesses
adjacent to the Bikeway. [All 3 Districts]
Create a Cultural District Art Walk along the Narrow Gauge Trail that
would include a series of temporary art installations. [Bedford Center]
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APPENDIX D: HISTORY OF EFFORTS /CHANGES TO REGULATIONS 17

2021
- adjusted the definition for Restaurant to include a brewpub serving at least twenty-five (25) percent of the establishment’s
brewing production capacity on-site shall be classified as a restaurant.
- added a by-right use Makerspace - A collaborative workspace to may allow for the design and prototyping of new
materials, fabrication methodologies, and products.
- Maker spaces may host classes or networking events that are open either to the public or to current prospective members.
2020 – adjusted the definition of Financial Services to reflect current practices
2019 – adjusted bylaw so a full store front could not be used solely for ATM’s
2016 – adjusted bylaw so that Bank and Real Estate would have to meet 7 criteria via special permit process instead of being
allowed by-right. In short, there can’t be a concentration of these uses in one area of the Center.
2015 – passed a moratorium on Bank and Real Estate use
2012 – attempted to allow greater height by-right, but nearly failed at Town Meeting
2010 – allow projecting signs (blade signs) by-right
2009 – reviewed use table and made adjustments to allow some uses that were previously by special permit to by-right.
Simplified how food uses are classified -- restaurant, fast-food, take-out. Changed Office use to be allowed at the rear of
buildings. (Office use is not allowed in street front)
2008 – Lexington Place approved for special zone with greater height and residential use.

17

Based on a list provided by Jerry Michaelson, Chair of the Lexington Center Committee
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